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Abstract
All over the world, the COVID-19 outbreak seriously affects life, whereas numerous people have infected and passed

away. To control the spread of it and to protect people, appreciable vaccine development efforts continue with increasing

momentum. Given that this pandemic will be in our lives for a long time, it is obvious that a reliable and useful framework

is needed to choose among coronavirus vaccines. To this end, this paper proposes a new intuitionistic fuzzy extension of

MAIRCA framework, named intuitionistic fuzzy MAIRCA (IF-MAIRCA) to assess coronavirus vaccines according to

some evaluation criteria. Based on the group decision-making, the IF-MAIRCA framework both extracts the criteria

weights and discovers the prioritization of the alternatives under uncertainty. In this work, as a case study, five coronavirus

vaccines approved by the world’s leading authorities are evaluated according to various criteria. The findings demonstrate

that the most significant criteria considered in coronavirus vaccine selection are ‘‘duration of protection,’’ ‘‘effectiveness of

the vaccine,’’ ‘‘success against the mutations,’’ and ‘‘logistics,’’ respectively, whereas the best coronavirus vaccine is

AZD1222. Apart from this, the proposed model’s robustness is verified with a three-phase sensitivity analysis.

Keywords Coronavirus vaccine � MCGDM � Intuitionistic fuzzy sets � IF-MAIRCA � Coronavirus vaccine selection �
MAIRCA

1 Introduction

The emergence in 2019 of a new coronavirus, SARS-CoV-

2 (COVID-19), has made devastating and huge conse-

quences worldwide. Although some control mechanisms

like hand hygiene, use of masks, and physical distancing

[22] have helped decrease the transmission, unfortunately,

these measures have failed to prevent the spread of

COVID-19. As of 23 September 2021, as per Johns Hop-

kins University report (Johns Hopkins University and

Medicine, 2021), 230,898,440 individuals have been

infected, and 4,733,154 persons passed away due to this

outbreak globally. Vaccines are required to reduce the

complications and deaths associated with COVID-19, as

can be expected, thus some vaccine candidates have started

to emerge recently thanks to the extraordinary efforts of

scholars [12].

The World Health Organization (WHO) has set the

lower limit of the efficacy rate of a coronavirus vaccine at

50 percent [88]. In other words, in the era of COVID-19,

each vaccine that is declared to provide protection above

this rate is considered successful. Accordingly, to date,

some coronavirus vaccines such as Comirnaty

(BNT162b2), mRNA-1273, AZD1222, CoronaVac, and

Sputnik V managed to obtain emergency use approval from

the European Medicines Agency (EMA), the American

Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the WHO.

Obviously, the demand for vaccines will soar as long as

the COVID-19 pandemic remains harsh. Questions about

which vaccine is better are at present on the world agenda.

Nevertheless, the available information on both existing

coronavirus vaccines and COVID-19 is insufficient to

respond to such a question. In parallel to the increase in

vaccine production in the near future, should it be easier to

reach different vaccines, it is no doubt that policymakers

and customers will ask to choose the best vaccine against
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the COVID-19 illness. However, selecting a coronavirus

vaccine is a challenging problem that encompasses

numerous quantitative and qualitative attributes and alter-

natives together. Fortunately, the MCDM terminology has

unique methods that allow to reliably solve such problems.

Despite the fact that the Multi-Attribute Ideal-Real Com-

parative Analysis (MAIRCA) method was recently intro-

duced by Pamucar et al. [65], it has attracted great attention

from researchers. It is based on defining the difference

between theoretical and actual outcomes. Thanks to a

unique linear normalization algorithm, the main advantage

of MAIRCA, one can obtain very reliable results. Further,

MAIRCA is an effective mathematical tool and solution

method that allows combining with other methods. How-

ever, assessments via exact numbers are not very sufficient

in expressing human thoughts and opinions. Put it differ-

ently, the MAIRCA method cannot express experts’

vagueness and ambiguity appropriately. To overcome such

shortcomings, the fuzzy set theory proposed by Zadeh [99]

presents rather useful tools [27]. After Zadeh’s fuzzy sets,

on the other hand, there have been some attempts to model

uncertainty in a more realistic way [30]. As a result of the

intense efforts of the researchers, some extensions of fuzzy

sets have been developed [19, 63]. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets

(IFSs), as an extension of the theory of fuzzy sets, were

introduced by Atanassov [9] both to perform more flexible

evaluations and to model imprecision properly. IFSs are

also helpful to depict the ambiguous reasoning of experts.

They yield a proper approach for coping with decision-

making procedures containing membership and non-

membership degrees as well as hesitation degrees. In a

nutshell, with IFSs, the opinions of individuals are stated

more inclusively since vagueness and imprecisions are

identified by both the membership and non-membership

degrees, simultaneously. According to existing literature,

we discovered that no study had focused on the develop-

ment of multi-criteria field integrated with IFS concept and

aimed to assess coronavirus vaccines. For instance, Yener

and Can [95] proposed the IF Multi-Attribute Border

Approximation Area (IF-MABAC) approach for risk

assessment. For assessing sustainable development indi-

cators, Alrasheedi et al. [5] suggested the Combined

Compromise Solution (CoCoSo) method with IF concept.

IF best–worst analytic hierarchy process was recently

introduced by Majumder et al. [52] for efficiency analysis.

Rani et al. used an IF-gray relational analysis (IF-GRA)

approach for selecting service providers. A combination of

IFs and the combinative distance-based assessment

(CODAS) technique was introduced by Mishra et al. [55]

to evaluate sustainable suppliers. Ziquan et al. [103]

employed the stepwise weight assessment ratio analysis

(SWARA) and the complex proportional assessment

(COPRAS) method under IF environment for determining

the finest supplier. In this work, dissimilar to other studies,

a framework based on group decision-making and devel-

oping from the integration of the MAIRCA method and

IFSs is proposed, named the intuitionistic fuzzy MAIRCA

(IF-MAIRCA) methodology for coronavirus vaccine

selection problem for a real-life case study. Consequently,

the IF-MAIRCA framework can cope with vague and

indeterminate information in a satisfactory way in multi-

criteria real-life problems.

Application of MCDM in COVID-19 outbreak is still at

a very early stage. Hezam et al. [37] determined the pri-

ority group for the COVID-19 vaccine via an integrated

neutrosophic analytical hierarch process (AHP) and tech-

nique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution

(TOPSIS) approach. By using measurement of alternatives

and ranking according to the compromise solution under IF

environment (IF-MARCOS), Ecer and Dragan (2021)

evaluated healthcare services of insurance companies dur-

ing the COVID-19 epidemic. Maqbool and Khan [53]

analyzed barriers to prevent the transmission of COVID-19

illness through decision-making trial and evaluation labo-

ratory (DEMATEL). In spite of these efforts, the research

questions below remain unanswered:

Q1. Which methodology is most proper for a compre-

hensive evaluation of coronavirus vaccines during the

COVID-19 epidemic?

Q2. How can policymakers and authorities as well as

customers choose their coronavirus vaccines reliably and

scientifically?

Q3. Which criteria are more appropriate for coronavirus

vaccine selection?

Below are the main motivations for this paper.

• Because IFSs include a non-membership function,

vagueness and uncertainty can be coped with more

conveniently. Besides, IFSs are suitable vehicles to be

utilized for describing ambiguous or vague decision

information.

• The modifications of the MAIRCA technique and

operators of IFSs are performed to introduce the fused

model.

• A multi-criteria problem regarding the coronavirus

vaccine selection is given and solved by employing the

suggested MAIRCA approach, which discloses the

properness of the methodology proposed in this work.

Motivated by the above reasons, this research has the

following goals:

• To identify evaluation criteria of coronavirus vaccine

assessment;

• To weigh the criteria of coronavirus vaccine selection;

• To evaluate coronavirus vaccines approved in the age

of COVID-19.
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The research is structured as follows. An extensive lit-

erature survey is presented in Sect. 2. Section 3 turns to the

methodological subject. Particularly, preliminary knowl-

edge on IFSs is discussed briefly. However, the introduced

framework is explained in detail. A case study is intro-

duced in the next section. Section 5 presents a compre-

hensive sensitivity analysis. The penultimate section

conducts managerial implications and limitations. Con-

clusions are drawn in Sect. 7.

2 Review of earlier work

The literature section is grouped into two subsections. The

first part of the literature survey aims to summarize the

papers that employed the MAIRCA technique, while its

second part focuses on the research related to any MCDM

technique under the IFS.

2.1 Studies using the MAIRCA method

Given that the enormous potential of MCDM, lots of

MCDM techniques have been posited so far to solve multi-

criteria problems like MAIRCA. Due to the following

superiorities of the MAIRCA technique, this work prefers

MAIRCA: (i) it can be employed problems where there are

numerous evaluation criteria and alternatives, (ii) it is

capable of solving problems having both qualitative and

quantitative evaluation criteria, (iii) it is easy to understand

and apply, and (iv) it produces consistent solutions due to

its own algorithm.

After the first study conducted by Pamucar et al. [65],

till now, several studies have presented in the MCDM lit-

erature that utilize the MAIRCA method’s superiorities,

such as for selecting ammunition depots [33], assessing

financial performance [11, 36], neighborhood selection

[104], supplier selection [29, 59], selecting catering firm

[85], site selection [61], etc.

However, the traditional MAIRCA technique is limited

by its utilize of solely numerical values when prioritizing

the alternatives according to the evaluation criteria; thus,

extending MAIRCA to deal with the fuzziness and uncer-

tainty of human thought is of practical importance.

Pamucar et al. [64], for example, developed a model

including DEMATEL, ANP, and MAIRCA techniques in

the context of interval rough numbers to cope with a bidder

evaluation problem. To evaluate suppliers, Chatterjee et al.

[24] applied rough DEMATEL and rough ANP as well as

rough MAIRCA. Pamucar et al. [60] suggested an interval-

valued fuzzy-rough MAIRCA methodology for the treat-

ment of vagueness. Boral et al. [15] introduced an AHP and

MAIRCA methodology under a fuzzy environment. A

combined fuzzy BWM and fuzzy MAIRCA approach

developed by Gul and Ak [34] for the evaluation of

occupational risks in terms of human health and the

environment.

2.2 MCDM techniques under IF environment

On the basis of integration, several decision-making

methodologies have been provided to solve real-world

problems in an IF environment, such as third-party logistics

evaluation [86], cost optimization [84], supplier selection

[87, 89], module selection [51], sustainable performance

evaluation [45], machine selection [4], job appointment

[83], partner selection [97], technology evaluation [17],

etc. To help waste managers, Karagoz et al. [40] introduced

the intuitionistic combinative distance-based assessment

(IF-CODAS) approach. By combining the AHP technique

and the axiomatic design, Büyüközkan and Göçer [20]

provided a methodology for solving supplier selection

problem in IF concept. Using quality function deployment

(QFD) and TOPSIS for knowledge management system

evaluation in an IF environment, Li et al. [47] suggested a

novel fuzzy MCDM model. Table 1 demonstrates a sum-

mary of researches in relation to MCDM techniques in IF

context recently.

With respect to the detailed literature survey, therefore,

the following gaps are revealed:

• To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no

earlier work that has used the IF-MAIRCA approach.

Some extensions of MAIRCA intending to contain

more ambiguity are available in the literature [3, 13].

However, the IF extension of the method has not been

performed yet.

• There is no work on the performance evaluation of

coronavirus vaccines according to various qualitative

and quantitative attributes.

Keeping in mind the matters discussed above, this paper

focuses on the coronavirus vaccine evaluation and selec-

tion problem. Since this problem has multiple vagueness,

in this work, the MAIRCA method under an intuitionistic

fuzzy environment is introduced for the coronavirus vac-

cine problem.

3 Research methodology

3.1 IFSs and related knowledge

Zadeh’s fuzzy sets [99] copes with vagueness successfully

in a scientifically style. Yet, it can solely focus on the

membership degree of undefined cases [28, 62]. Besides, it

fails in coping with the non-membership degree of uncer-

tain conditions. To eliminate this problem, Atanassov [9]
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Table 1 MCDM studies based on IFSs

Author/s Goal Method utilized Type of

application

Alrasheedi et al. [5] Green growth indicators’ assessment IVIF-CoCoSo Illustrative

example

Ecer and Pamucar [31] Evaluation of health services of insurance

companies

IF-MARCOS Case study

Rouyendegh et al. [71] Green supplier selection IF-TOPSIS Case study

Karaşan et al. [41] Electric vehicles charging stations’ evaluation IF-DEMATEL, IF-AHP, IF-TOPSIS Case study

Mishra et al. [56] Sustainability assessment of bioenergy production

process

IF-SWARA, IF-COPRAS Case study

Xiong et al. [91] Resilient-green supplier selection IF-BWM Illustrative

example

Liu et al. [49] Blockchain service provider selection IF-Entropy, IF-TOPSIS Illustrative

example

Zhang et al. [100] Energy storage technology evaluation IF-MULTIMOORA Case study

Çalı et al. (2019) Supplier selection IF-ELECTRE, IF-VIKOR Illustrative

example

Yeni and Özçelik [96] Personnel selection problem IF-CODAS Illustrative

example

Kumar and Haleem [46] Innovativeness assessment IF-TOPSIS Illustrative

example

Schitea et al. [73] Hydrogen mobility roll-up site selection IF-WASPAS, IF-COPRAS, IF-EDAS Case study

Rani et al. [67] Senior executive selection IF-TODIM Illustrative

example

Shen et al. [75] Credit risk evaluation IF-TOPSIS Illustrative

example

Stanujkić and Karabašević

[79]

Website evaluation IF-WASPAS Illustrative

example

Liao et al. [48] Beverage selection IF-ANP Case study

Mishra and Rani [54] Reservoir Flood Control IVIF-WASPAS Illustrative

example

Sen et al. [74] Sustainable supplier selection IF-MOORA, IF-GRA, IF-TOPSIS Case study

Tian et al. [82] Green supplier selection IF-BWM, IF-TOPSIS Case study

Kahraman et al. [39] Solid waste disposal site selection IF-EDAS Illustrative

example

Zhao et al. [102] Supplier selection IF-VIKOR Illustrative

example

Abdullah and Najib [1] System index evaluation IF-AHP Illustrative

example

Gumus et al. [35] Sustainable energy planning IF-Entropy, IF-TOPSIS Case study

Xue et al. [93] Material selection IVIF-MABAC Illustrative

example

Joshi and Kumar [38] Portfolio selection problem IF-Entropy, IF-TOPSIS Case study

Baležentis et al. [14] Personnel selection IF-MULTIMOORA Illustrative

example

Devi and Yadav [26] Plant location selection IF-ELECTRE Illustrative

example

Krohling et al. [44] Supplier selection IF-TODIM Case study

Chai et al. [23] Supplier selection IF-Superiority and Inferiority Ranking

(IF-SIR)

Illustrative

example

Tan [81] Investment decisions IF-TOPSIS Illustrative

example

Zhang and Liu [101] System analysis engineer evaluation IF-Entropy, IF-GRA Illustrative

example
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presented IFSs as a useful way of employing uncertainty

and fuzziness by means of the degree of hesitation in the

system. To better understand the following part, IFS is

clarified below [10].

Let a set X be a fixed universe of discourse and its subset

A ¼ x; lA xð Þ; #AðxÞjx�Xf g which is allocated by the

membership function lA xð Þ ¼ ½0; 1� and non-membership

function #A xð Þ ¼ ½0; 1�, satisfying 0� lA xð Þ þ #A xð Þ� 1.

Additionally, for each IFS A, pA ¼ 1� lA xð Þ � #A xð Þ
which corresponds to the degree of hesitancy. It is obvious

that 0� pA xð Þ� 1.

3.2 Intuitionistic fuzzy MAIRCA (IF-MAIRCA)

In the present work, it is applied to the MCDM technique

to derive the weight value of each attribute as per the IF

method and IF weighted averaging (IFWA) operator pro-

posed by Xu [92], and the linguistic phrases are trans-

formed into intuitionistic fuzzy numbers (IFNs). The

description IF-MAIRCA framework can be carried out as

follows.

(i) e = {1,2,…,k} is the set of experts and their weights

are u ¼ u1;u2; . . .;uk½ � and
Pk

e¼1 ue ¼ 1. The importance

weight of each expert is computed by Eq. (1).

ue ¼
le þ pe:

le
leþ#e

� �� �

Pk
e¼1 le þ pk:

le
leþ#e

� �� � ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), l; #, and p represent membership function,

non-membership function, and hesitancy degree,

respectively.

(ii) Cm is the number of criteria and their weights are

W = [w1, w2,…,wn],

where
Pn

m¼1 wm ¼ 1; m ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n:

Step 1. Determining importance weights of experts.

The linguistic evaluations for both the experts and

evaluation criteria are carried out via Table 2.

Step 2. Construct the aggregated IF decision matrix.

Let D ¼ Pme½ �n�k e ¼ 1; 2; . . .; k;m ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ be the
IF decision matrix of experts. Herein, Pme expresses the

assessment of dth about expert the jth criteria. Pme is used

by IFN, and it can be stated that Pme ¼ lPme
; #Pme

; pPme

� �

where pSjd is the hesitation degree of pme is performed by

Eq. (2).

pme ¼ 1� lPme
� #Pme

ð2Þ

The aggregated IF decision matrix is depicted as

R̂ ¼ P̂me

� �
n�k

P̂m ¼ IFWAw Pm1;Pm2; . . .;Pmeð Þ ¼

1�
Yk

e¼1

1� lPme

� �ue ;
Yk

e¼1

mPme
ð Þue ;

Yk

e¼1

1� lPme

� �wd

"

�
Yk

e¼1

1� #Pme
ð Þue

#

ð3Þ

where P̂m ¼ lP̂m
; #P̂m

; pP̂m

� �
.

By using Table 3, the linguistic assessments for the

alternatives are realized.

Step 3. Define the IF ideal solutions.

An IF has a positive ideal solution (IFPIS) and a nega-

tive ideal solution (IFNIS), which take values sþ ¼
ð1; 0; 0Þ and s� ¼ ð0; 1; 0Þ, respectively. Whereas IFNIS

Table 1 (continued)

Author/s Goal Method utilized Type of

application

Ye [94] Virtual enterprise partner selection IF-TOPSIS Illustrative

example

Ashtiani et al. [6] R&D manager selection IF-TOPSIS Illustrative

example

Boran et al. [16] Supplier selection IF-TOPSIS Illustrative

example

Table 2 Linguistic phrases for a rating of experts and evaluation

criteria [73]

Phrase IFNs (l; #)

Very important (VI) (0.88, 0.08)

Important (I) (0.75, 0.20)

Medium (M) (0.50, 0.45)

Unimportant (UI) (0.35, 0.60)

Very unimportant (VU) (0.08, 0.88)
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and IFPIS are characterized by max and min operators, it is

noted that there is no significant gap in their outcomes [8].

Step 4. Calculate the distance measures.

To compute the distance measure, a fuzzy normalized

Euclidean distance equation is applied [80]. dþm and d�m are

handled in Eqs. (4)–(5) to illustrate positive and negative

distance measures, respectively.

dþm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðlbPm

� sþÞ2 þ ð#bPm

� sþÞ2 þ ðpbPm

� sþÞ2
q

ð4Þ

d�m ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðlbPm

� s�Þ2 þ ð#bPm

� s�Þ2 þ ðpbPm

� s�Þ2
q

ð5Þ

Step 5. Determine the closeness coefficient (CC) values

and calculate the criteria weights.

As CWm is the CC of the mth criterion, it is computed by

using Eq. (6).

CWm ¼ d�m
d�m þ dþm

ð6Þ

After the whole CC values are computed, the criteria

weights could be found by normalization.

Step 6. Establish the initial IF decision matrix.

It is the matrix of CC values obtained in Step 5. This

matrix also specifies the type of optimization (benefit or

cost) of each criterion.

Step 7. Construct the normalized IF decision matrix.

Evaluation criteria are normalized by using the linear

max–min normalization approach. To do so, Eq. (7) is used

for benefit-based criteria, while Eq. (8) is applied for cost-

based criteria.

nij ¼
xij � xmin

xmax � xmin

if xij 2 B ð7Þ

nij ¼
xmax � xij
xmax � xmin

if xij 2 C ð8Þ

Step 8. Determine the theoretical IF decision matrix.

Via Eq. (9), first, the preference for any of the f possible

alternatives is decided.

PAi
¼ 1

f
ð9Þ

where
Pf

i¼1PAi
¼ 1.

Thereafter, preferences for the selection of alternatives

are multiplied with criteria weights, thus the theoretical IF

matrix (Tp) is derived (Eq. 10).

Tp ¼ PAi
:½tp1tp2. . .tpn� ð10Þ

where n is the total number of criteria and tpi is the theo-

retical rating.

Step 9. Establish the real IF evaluation matrix.

To form the real IF evaluation matrix, the elements of

the normalized IF decision matrix are multiplied by the

elements of the theoretical IF decision matrix (Eq. (11)).

rij ¼ nij:tpi ð11Þ

Step 10. Build the IF gap matrix.

By using Eq. (12), the IF gap matrix is gathered by

subtracting the real IF evaluation matrix from the theo-

retical IF decision matrix.

gij ¼ tpi � rij ð12Þ

Step 11. Calculate the utility scores of alternatives.
The utility scores of alternatives can be found by sum-

ming the elements of the IF gap matrix by rows, Eq. (13).

qij ¼
Xn

j¼1

gij; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; f ð13Þ

where n is the total number of criteria and f is the total

number of the alternatives.

Step 12. Rank the alternatives and choose the finest one.

Once all utility scores are calculated, finally, alternatives

are ranked from smallest to largest according to their utility

scores. It should be stated that the alternative with the

smallest utility score is the best among the others since it is

very close to the theoretically best positioning alternative.

4 The IF-MAIRCA framework for coronavirus
vaccine selection

In this research, an IF-MAIRCA framework for aiding to

determine the best coronavirus vaccine is introduced, as

depicted in Fig. 1.

The decision-makers committee consists of four experts

with doctorate degrees in medicine from infectious dis-

eases (E1), internal medicine (E2), virology (E3), and chest

diseases (E4). The experts who have sufficient knowledge

about coronavirus vaccines have working experience of no

Table 3 Linguistic phrases for a rating of alternatives [73]

Phrase IFNs [l; m]

Extremely good (EG) [1.00, 0.00]

Very very good (VVG) [0.85, 0.10]

Very good (VG) [0.80, 0.15]

Good (G) [0.70, 0.20]

Medium good (MG) [0.60, 0.30]

Fair (F) [0.50, 0.40]

Medium bad (MB) [0.40, 0.50]

Bad (B) [0.25, 0.60]

Very bad (VB) [0.10, 0.75]

Very very bad (VVB) [0.10, 0.90]
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less than eighteen years and work still in various univer-

sities in Turkey.

In the study, five coronavirus vaccines approved by the

EMA, FDA, and WHO are included for analysis. That is,

Comirnaty (A1), mRNA-1273 (A2), AZD1222 (A3), Cor-

onaVac (A4), and Sputnik V (A5) are taken as alternatives

into account. Detailed information about the alternatives is

given in Appendix A.

Furthermore, the following eight quantitative and qual-

itative criteria are determined for the analysis based on

both the knowledge of experts. Hundred percent ambigui-

ties are accepted to data to which uncertainty information

is not ensured [60]. To better define these criteria, this

research addresses linguistic terms, which are closer to

human thinking than exact numbers.

4.1 Duration of protection (C1)

It refers to the duration in which vaccinated people are

expected to become immune to coronavirus. After receiv-

ing the second dose of vaccine for all coronavirus vaccines,

meanwhile, the protection begins 2–3 weeks later. Experts

are still trying to learn how long vaccines are protective in

real life. However, clinical trials conducted by vaccine

manufacturers give some clues about the protection period

of the vaccines. For example, in people who received two

doses of the mRNA-1273 vaccine, it was reported that the

high level of protection of the vaccine was increased for up

to 6 months [12].

4.2 Success against the mutations (C2)

It refers to the vaccine’s ability to protect against different

genetic variants of the coronavirus. Recently, it has been

observed that the coronavirus has changed in different

countries like England, South Africa, Brazil, and Finland

and different variants have emerged. Such variants make

people worry and, as a result, the reliability of vaccines

developed is questioned. A variant remains susceptible to

one potential mechanism of vaccine-mediated protection

but cannot escape from that protection [50]. Very recently,

Liu et al. [50] proved that the Comirnaty vaccine is also

effective against recombinant (mutant) viruses.

4.3 Storage conditions (C3)

It means to the conditions such as temperature and storage

environment necessary for the vaccines to not lose their

unique properties. Storage conditions for vaccines are a

significant factor because disadvantageous storage condi-

tions are a barrier to the distribution of vaccines to the rest

of the world. From this point of view, conventional vac-

cines (AZD1222, Sputnik V, and CoronaVac) offer storage

advantages [43].

4.4 Effectiveness of the vaccine (C4)

It refers to the success in preventing death and serious

illness. Effectiveness is a vital parameter for vaccines [43].

It is claimed that the effectiveness of the current vaccines

in preventing serious illness and death is close to 100

percent. Khurana et al. [43] stated that the primary data

revealed Comirnaty and mRNA-1273 have an efficacy of

95% and 94.5% against COVID-19, respectively. How-

ever, it has been noted that the effectiveness in preventing

disease development in the vaccinated person differs from

vaccine to vaccine.

4.5 Logistics (C5)

It refers to the ease or difficulty experienced in transporting

vaccines. For instance, Pfizer has developed its own

Phase I
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Step

• Step 1. Compute the importance 
weights of experts by Eq. (1)

• Step 2. Establish aggregated IF 
decision matrix via Eqs. (2)-(3)

• Step 3. Define the IFPIS and IFNIS
• Step 4. Compute the distance 

measures through Eqs. (4)-(5)
• Step 5. Determine the CC values and 

compute the criteria weights by Eq. (6)

Phase II
MAIRCA Step

• Step 6. Form the initial IF decision 
matrix  

• Step 7. Construct the normalized IF 
decision matrix by using Eqs. (7)-(8) 

• Step 8. Determine the theoretical IF 
decision matrix via Eqs. (9)-(10)

• Step 9. Establish the real IF evaluation 
matrix through Eq. (11)

• Step 10. Build the IF gap matrix by 
using Eq. (12)
Step 11. Calculate the utility scores of 
alternatives by Eq. (13) 

Phase III
Ranking and Sensitivity 

Check Step

• Step 12. Rank the alternatives and 
choose the finest one

• Step 13. Carry out a sensitivity check

Fig. 1 Flow diagram of the introduced coronavirus vaccine selection framework
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packaging that allows the doses to be preserved for 10 days

without special freezers, but the doses still need to be flown

from Belgium and then sent to vaccination centers in trucks

with thermosensors and GPS trackers. This situation con-

stitutes one of the biggest obstacles to its distribution to

poor countries that do not have the necessary technological

infrastructure. On the other hand, traditional vaccines have

important superiorities like easy shipping [72].

4.6 Number of vaccine doses (C6)

It expresses the number of vaccine doses required for the

vaccine to be effective against coronavirus. The current

coronavirus vaccines are usually received in two doses

with a time interval of a few weeks to ensure adequate

immunity in the body [58]. The reason for this is to

increase the amount of antibody, which decreased after

receiving the first dose, to a certain level with the second

dose. According to Bouazzaoui et al. [18], one of the most

significant disadvantages of conventional vaccines is the

need for multiple doses to achieve immunity.

4.7 Side effects (C7)

It depicts undesirable conditions such as headache, fever,

and fatigue that occur after vaccination. According to

Deutsche [25], since the introduction of the Comirnaty

vaccine, some people have been shown to have allergic

reactions immediately after vaccination. In the mRNA-

1273, allergic reactions were observed in very few of the

volunteers who were administered the vaccine, while

exhaustion was observed in 9.7 percent. So far, there has

been no report of serious side effects of the Sputnik V

vaccine. However, complaints such as headache and fever,

which are considered as usual side effects, were reported.

According to CoronaVac volunteers, mild side effects

occurred and these side effects disappeared within two

days. It was stated that the most important side effect was a

pain in the area where the vaccine was given. On the other

hand, Oldenburg et al. [58] highlighted that 13 cases of

thrombosis with more than 1.6 million AZD1222 vaccine

doses administered.

4.8 Price (C8)

It refers to the price of one dose of coronavirus vaccine. It

can be stated that another difference between available

coronavirus vaccines is their price [43]. At present, the

AZD1222 vaccine attracts attention as the cheapest vaccine

(only $6/per dose). Prices per dose for Comirnaty, mRNA-

1273, CoronaVac, and Sputnik V vaccines are $37, $39,

$60, and $20, respectively [25]. Thus, the low price of

mRNA vaccines is seen as an important advantage [18].

In sum, an evaluation system for the coronavirus vac-

cine selection is presented in Fig. 2. The solution stages of

the introduced framework are clarified in detail below.

Step 1. As the proposed IF-MAIRCA model is a group

decision-based model, at first, the importance weights of

decision-makers are determined via Eq. (1). The impor-

tance weights of experts are presented in Table 4.

For instance, the importance weight of E1 is computed

as follows:

Step 2. The linguistic assessments of eight criteria are

carried out by the experts by helping of Table 2, which

evaluate the five coronavirus vaccine options according to

the eight attributes utilizing Table 3. The linguistic

expressions for the evaluation criteria and options are given

in Tables 5 and 6, respectively.

By using Eqs. (2) and (3), the aggregated IF decision

matrix shown in Table 7 is established. For example,

aggregated l; #; and p of C1 could be found as follows:

l ¼ 1� 1� 0:88ð Þ0:269 � 1� 0:88ð Þ0:231
�

� 1� 0:88ð Þ0:269 � 1� 0:88ð Þ0:231Þ ¼ 0:88

# ¼ 0:080:269 � 0:080:231 � 0:080:269 � 0:080:231 ¼ 0:08

p ¼ 1� 0:88þ 0:08ð Þ ¼ 0:04

Step 3. In this step, as mentioned above, the IFPIS and

IFNIS are sþ ¼ ð1; 0; 0Þ and s� ¼ ð0; 1; 0Þ, respectively.
Step 4. Compute the distance measures.

Taking Table 7 into consideration, dþm , d
�
m , and the IF

weights of each criterion are calculated by using Eqs. (4)–

uE1
¼

0:88þ 0:04 0:88
0:88þ0:08

� �

0:88þ 0:04 0:88
0:88þ0:08

� �
þ 0:75þ 0:05 0:75

0:75þ0:2

� �
þ 0:88þ 0:04 0:88

0:88þ0:08

� �
þ 0:75þ 0:05 0:75

0:75þ0:2

� � ¼ 0:269
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(5) as presented in Table 8. For example, dþ1 and d�1 for C1

are calculated as follows:

dþ1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð0:88� 1Þ2 þ ð0:08� 0Þ2 þ ð0:04� 0Þ2
q

¼ 0:15

d�1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð0:88� 0Þ2 þ ð0:08� 1Þ2 þ ð0:04� 0Þ2
q

¼ 1:274

Step 5. Determine the CC values and compute the cri-

teria weights.

CC values of criteria are calculated by Eq. (6). For

instance, the CC value of C1 is found as follows:

CW1 ¼
1:274

1:274þ 0:15
¼ 0:895

Based on the obtained CC values shown in Table 9,

thereafter, normalization is performed and the criteria

weights are determined.

Thereby, C1 is specified as the most significant criterion.

Step 6. Form the initial IF decision matrix.

To determine elements of the IF decision matrix, firstly,

the values l; #; and p are computed in this stage based on

Tables 6, 10.

Thereafter, through Table 10 and Eqs. (4)–(6), Table 11

is obtained.

Coronavirus 
vaccine selection

Comirnaty (A1) mRNA-1273 (A2) AZD1222 (A3) CoronaVac (A4) Sputnik V (A5)

Duration of 
protection (C1) Side effects (C2)

Success against 
the mutations (C3)

Effectiveness of 
the vaccine (C4)

Price (C5) Number of vaccine 
doses (C6)

Storage conditions
(C7) Logistics (C8)

Fig. 2 An assessment system

for coronavirus vaccine

selection

Table 4 The importance weights of experts

E1 E2 E3 E4

Linguistic phrase VI I VI I

Weight 0.269 0.231 0.269 0.231

Table 5 Linguistic evaluations of criteria by experts

Criteria Experts

E1 E2 E3 E4

C1 VI VI VI VI

C2 VI I I VI

C3 I M VI I

C4 VI I VI VI

C5 VI I I VI

C6 M M I M

C7 I M I VI

C8 M I M I
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Last but not least, the initial IF decision matrix can be

built as shown in Table 12.

Step 7. Construct the normalized IF decision matrix.

By both utilizing Eqs. (7)–(8) and Table 12, elements of

the normalized IF decision matrix are identified (Table 13).

For instance, the normalized value of C1 (as a benefit-

type criterion) subject to A1 is found as follows:

Table 6 Linguistic evaluations of alternatives by experts

Alternatives Experts Criteria

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

A1 E1 EG MG VB EG F G B F

E2 VVG MG B EG F MG B F

E3 EG MG B EG MG G MB F

E4 VVG F VVB VVG MG G MB MG

A2 E1 VVG F B VVG G MG MB VG

E2 EG F MB VVG G G B VG

E3 EG MG MB VVG MG G MB G

E4 EG MG MB EG MG G MB G

A3 E1 EG G VVG VG EG G VVG VVG

E2 VVG G EG G EG G VVG VVG

E3 VVG G VG G EG MG EG VVG

E4 EG MG VG G EG G EG VVG

A4 E1 VG VVG EG G G G EG G

E2 G VVG EG G G G EG G

E3 G G EG G VG G EG VG

E4 VG VVG VVG G G MG VVG VG

A5 E1 VG G VVG EG VVG G EG EG

E2 VG G VVG VVG EG MG EG VVG

E3 G VVG G VVG VVG G VVG VVG

E4 G VVG G VVG VG G VVG VVG

Table 7 The aggregated IF decision matrix

l # p

C1 0.880 0.080 0.040

C2 0.827 0.126 0.047

C3 0.759 0.189 0.052

C4 0.858 0.099 0.043

C5 0.827 0.126 0.047

C6 0.585 0.362 0.053

C7 0.752 0.195 0.052

C8 0.637 0.309 0.054

Table 8 The dþ1 and d�1 values of the criteria

dþm d�m

C1 0.150 1.274

C2 0.220 1.204

C3 0.310 1.112

C4 0.179 1.245

C5 0.220 1.204

C6 0.553 0.867

C7 0.320 1.103

C8 0.480 0.941

Table 9 CC values and weights of evaluation criteria

CC Weight

C1 0.895 0.1422

C2 0.846 0.1344

C3 0.782 0.1243

C4 0.875 0.1390

C5 0.846 0.1344

C6 0.611 0.0970

C7 0.775 0.1232

C8 0.662 0.1053

Total 6.291
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Table 10 Aggregated l; #; and
p values of alternatives subject

to each criterion

C1 C2 C3 C4

l # p l # p l # p l # p

A1 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.579 0.321 0.101 0.178 0.700 0.122 1.000 0.000 0.000

A2 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.553 0.346 0.101 0.363 0.525 0.112 1.000 0.000 0.000

A3 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.679 0.220 0.101 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.731 0.185 0.084

A4 0.755 0.173 0.072 0.819 0.120 0.060 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.700 0.200 0.100

A5 0.755 0.173 0.072 0.788 0.141 0.071 0.788 0.141 0.071 1.000 0.000 0.000

C5 C6 C7 C8

l # p l # p l # p l # p

A1 0.553 0.346 0.101 0.679 0.220 0.101 0.329 0.548 0.123 0.525 0.374 0.101

A2 0.654 0.245 0.101 0.676 0.223 0.101 0.368 0.522 0.110 0.755 0.173 0.072

A3 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.676 0.223 0.101 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.850 0.100 0.050

A4 0.731 0.185 0.084 0.679 0.220 0.101 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.755 0.173 0.072

A5 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.679 0.220 0.100 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000

Table 11 Aggregated IF

decision matrix for alternatives
C1 C2 C3 C4

dþm d�m CW dþm d�m CW dþm d�m CW dþm d�m CW

A1 0.000 1.414 1.000 0.539 0.898 0.625 1.086 0.370 0.254 0.000 1.414 1.000

A2 0.000 1.414 1.000 0.575 0.862 0.600 0.833 0.608 0.422 0.000 1.414 1.000

A3 0.000 1.414 1.000 0.402 1.040 0.721 0.000 1.414 1.000 0.337 1.098 0.765

A4 0.308 1.122 0.784 0.225 1.204 0.842 0.000 1.414 1.000 0.374 1.068 0.741

A5 0.308 1.122 0.784 0.265 1.167 0.815 0.265 1.167 0.815 0.000 1.414 1.000

C5 C6 C7 C8

dþm d�m CW dþm d�m CW dþm d�m CW dþm d�m CW

A1 0.575 0.862 0.600 0.402 1.040 0.721 0.875 0.573 0.396 0.613 0.823 0.573

A2 0.436 1.004 0.697 0.406 1.035 0.718 0.827 0.614 0.426 0.308 1.122 0.784

A3 0.000 1.414 1.000 0.406 1.035 0.718 0.000 1.414 1.000 0.187 1.239 0.869

A4 0.337 1.098 0.765 0.402 1.040 0.721 0.000 1.414 1.000 0.308 1.122 0.784

A5 0.000 1.414 1.000 0.401 1.039 0.721 0.000 1.414 1.000 0.000 1.414 1.000

Table 12 The initial IF decision matrix

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

Optimization Max Max Max Max Max Min Min Min

Alternatives

A1 1.0000 0.6250 0.2541 1.0000 0.6000 0.7213 0.3957 0.5732

A2 1.0000 0.6000 0.4219 1.0000 0.6971 0.7181 0.4261 0.7844

A3 1.0000 0.7213 1.0000 0.7650 1.0000 0.7181 1.0000 0.8688

A4 0.7844 0.8423 1.0000 0.7405 0.7650 0.7213 1.0000 0.7844

A5 0.7844 0.8152 0.8152 1.0000 1.0000 0.7214 1.0000 1.0000

Max 1.0000 0.8423 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.7214 1.0000 1.0000

Min 0.7844 0.6000 0.2541 0.7405 0.6000 0.7181 0.3957 0.5732
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n11 ¼
1� 0:7844

1� 0:7844
¼ 1

On the other hand, the normalized value of C6 (as a

cost-type criterion) as per A1 is determined as follows:

n16 ¼
0:7214� 0:7213

0:7214� 0:7181
¼ 0:031

Step 8. Determine the theoretical IF decision matrix.
As pointed out previously, by using Eq. (10), the theo-

retical IF decision matrix (Table 14) is identified by mul-

tiplying preferences for the selection of alternatives and

criteria weights. Since the case study in this work is made

according to the evaluation of five alternatives, via Eq. (9),

Table 13 The normalized IF decision matrix

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

A1 1.0000 0.1033 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0312 1.0000 1.0000

A2 1.0000 0.0000 0.2250 1.0000 0.2426 1.0000 0.9497 0.5052

A3 1.0000 0.5008 1.0000 0.0946 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.3074

A4 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.4126 0.0312 0.0000 0.5052

A5 0.0000 0.8884 0.7523 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Table 14 The theoretical IF decision matrix

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

A1 0.0284 0.0269 0.0249 0.0278 0.0269 0.0194 0.0246 0.0211

A2 0.0284 0.0269 0.0249 0.0278 0.0269 0.0194 0.0246 0.0211

A3 0.0284 0.0269 0.0249 0.0278 0.0269 0.0194 0.0246 0.0211

A4 0.0284 0.0269 0.0249 0.0278 0.0269 0.0194 0.0246 0.0211

A5 0.0284 0.0269 0.0249 0.0278 0.0269 0.0194 0.0246 0.0211

Table15 The real IF evaluation matrix

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

A1 0.0284 0.0028 0.0000 0.0278 0.0000 0.0006 0.0246 0.0211

A2 0.0284 0.0000 0.0056 0.0278 0.0065 0.0194 0.0234 0.0106

A3 0.0284 0.0135 0.0249 0.0026 0.0269 0.0194 0.0000 0.0065

A4 0.0000 0.0269 0.0249 0.0000 0.0111 0.0006 0.0000 0.0106

A5 0.0000 0.0239 0.0187 0.0278 0.0269 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Table 16 The IF gap matrix

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

A1 0.0000 0.0241 0.0249 0.0000 0.0269 0.0188 0.0000 0.0000

A2 0.0000 0.0269 0.0193 0.0000 0.0204 0.0000 0.0012 0.0104

A3 0.0000 0.0134 0.0000 0.0252 0.0000 0.0000 0.0246 0.0146

A4 0.0284 0.0000 0.0000 0.0278 0.0158 0.0188 0.0246 0.0104

A5 0.0284 0.0030 0.0062 0.0000 0.0000 0.0194 0.0246 0.0211
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the preference for the selection of alternatives is 0.2 (1/

5 = 0.2).

Subject to C1, for instance, the theoretical value of A1

is:

PAi
:tp1 ¼ 0:1422� 0:2 ¼ 0:0284

Step 9. Establish the real IF evaluation matrix.
Via Eq. (11), it is obtained the real IF evaluation matrix

as presented in Table 15.

According to C1, the real value of A1 is:

r11 ¼ 1� 0:0284 ¼ 0:0284

Step 10. Build the IF gap matrix.

The IF gap matrix shown in Table 16 is constructed

through Eq. (12).

For instance,

g11 ¼ 0:0284� 0:0284 ¼ 0:

Steps 11 and 12. Calculate the utility scores and the

alternatives.

As presented in Table 17, by using Eq. (13), the utility

scores of alternatives are calculated by summing the ele-

ments of the IF gap matrix by rows.

For instance, the utility score of A1 is found as follows:

q1 ¼ 0þ 0:0241þ 0:0249þ 0þ 0:0269þ 0:0188þ 0þ 0

¼ 0:0947

Once alternatives are ranked in ascending order as per

their benefit scores, the most preferred alternative is A3. In

a nutshell, AZD1222 is the best coronavirus vaccine among

others with regard to the proposed framework.

5 Comparison and sensitivity assessment

The suitability of employing the proposed methodology for

the goal of coronavirus vaccine selection could be shown

by a detailed sensitivity check. The sensitivity check con-

sists of four parts. First, the effect of the change of the most

significant criterion (C1) on the ranking outcomes is

examined. The modification of w1 is made by 40 scenarios,

whereas the weights of the rest are proportionally changed

to satisfy the condition
Pn

j¼1 wj ¼ 1 simultaneously. Sec-

ond, the effect of changes in the weight of experts on

ranking outcomes is investigated. Third, it is the compar-

ison of the rankings derived performing some IF extensions

of MCDM methods. Last but not least, the effect of a

change in linguistic assessments is discovered. The sensi-

tivity check is performed in MS Excel.

5.1 Changing the weight values of the criteria

In this subsection, the effect of the change in the weight of

the most significant criterion (w1) on the ranking outcomes

is examined. Firstly, it is formed 40 new vectors of weight

coefficients, which are categorized into 40 scenarios. The

novel vectors of weight coefficients are created by reducing

the weight coefficient w1 by 1% in each scenario. So, the

change of w1 in the interval w1 2 ½0:0839; 0:1408� is cre-

ated, where w1 = 0.1408 means the value of the weighting

factor in Scenario 1 (Sc1), while the value w1 = 0.0839

means the value of the weighting factor in Scenario 40

(Sc40). After each modification of w1, by performing

Eq. 14, the weights of the rest criteria are obtained.

xmc ¼ 1� xmpð Þ: xc

1� xmð Þ ð14Þ

where m shows any criterion, xmc shows the modified

value of m, xmp shows the reduced value of the finest

criterion (C1), xc shows the original value of m, and xm

shows the original value of finest criterion (C1). For

example, the calculations for the first scenario (Sc1) are as

follows. The Sc1 value of C1 becomes 0.1408 as a result of

a 1% reduction of its real weight value of 0.1422

(0:1422� 0:99 ¼ 0:1408). Thereafter, by Eq. 14, the

weights of the remaining criteria are as follows:

x2 ¼ 1� 0:1408ð Þ: 0:1344

1� 0:1422ð Þ ¼ 0:1347

x3 ¼ 1� 0:1408ð Þ: 0:1243

1� 0:1422ð Þ ¼ 0:1245

x4 ¼ 1� 0:1408ð Þ: 0:1390

1� 0:1422ð Þ ¼ 0:1392

x5 ¼ 1� 0:1408ð Þ: 0:1344

1� 0:1422ð Þ ¼ 0:1347

x6 ¼ 1� 0:1408ð Þ: 0:0970

1� 0:1422ð Þ ¼ 0:0972

x7 ¼ 1� 0:1408ð Þ: 0:1232

1� 0:1422ð Þ ¼ 0:1234

x8 ¼ 1� 0:1408ð Þ: 0:1053

1� 0:1422ð Þ ¼ 0:1055

Table 17 The utility scores and rank orders

Alternative Utility score Rank

A1 0.0947 3

A2 0.0782 2

A3 0.0778 1

A4 0.1259 5

A5 0.1027 4
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Consequently, the new weight values of criteria derived

as per 40 scenarios are given in Table 18 and depicted in

Fig. 3.

After the use of new criteria weights in the proposed

approach, as presented in Fig. 4, the updated rankings of

alternatives are provided via different scenarios. With

respect to Fig. 4, it is obvious that alternatives A3, A2, and

A4 kept their ranks through all 40 scenarios. On the other

hand, differentiation in the weight values of C1 has the

most critical impact on the change in the rank of A1 and

A5. A1 is third, while A5 is fourth if w1 is

w1 2 ½0:1067; 0:1408�. Should w1 is w1 2 ½0:0839; 0:1053�,
however, A5 is third, whereas A1 is fourth. In a nutshell,

the rank order of alternatives A1 and A5 changes with each

other. In that their score functions are very close

Table 18 New weight scenarios

achieved with 1% reduction of

w1

Scenarios

Sc1 Sc2 Sc3 Sc4 Sc5 Sc6 Sc7 Sc8 Sc9 Sc10

C1 0.1408 0.1394 0.1380 0.1366 0.1351 0.1337 0.1323 0.1309 0.1294 0.1280

C2 0.1347 0.1349 0.1351 0.1353 0.1356 0.1358 0.1360 0.1362 0.1364 0.1367

C3 0.1245 0.1247 0.1249 0.1251 0.1253 0.1255 0.1257 0.1259 0.1261 0.1263

C4 0.1392 0.1395 0.1397 0.1399 0.1402 0.1404 0.1406 0.1409 0.1411 0.1413

C5 0.1347 0.1349 0.1351 0.1353 0.1356 0.1358 0.1360 0.1362 0.1364 0.1367

C6 0.0972 0.0974 0.0975 0.0977 0.0979 0.0980 0.0982 0.0983 0.0985 0.0987

C7 0.1234 0.1236 0.1239 0.1241 0.1243 0.1245 0.1247 0.1249 0.1251 0.1253

C8 0.1055 0.1056 0.1058 0.1060 0.1062 0.1063 0.1065 0.1067 0.1069 0.1070

Sc11 Sc12 Sc13 Sc14 Sc15 Sc16 Sc17 Sc18 Sc19 Sc20

C1 0.1266 0.1252 0.1238 0.1223 0.1209 0.1195 0.1181 0.1166 0.1138 0.1124

C2 0.1369 0.1371 0.1373 0.1376 0.1378 0.1380 0.1382 0.1385 0.1389 0.1391

C3 0.1265 0.1267 0.1270 0.1272 0.1274 0.1276 0.1278 0.1280 0.1284 0.1286

C4 0.1416 0.1418 0.1420 0.1422 0.1425 0.1427 0.1429 0.1432 0.1436 0.1439

C5 0.1369 0.1371 0.1373 0.1376 0.1378 0.1380 0.1382 0.1385 0.1389 0.1391

C6 0.0988 0.0990 0.0991 0.0993 0.0995 0.0996 0.0998 0.0999 0.1003 0.1004

C7 0.1255 0.1257 0.1259 0.1261 0.1263 0.1265 0.1267 0.1269 0.1273 0.1275

C8 0.1072 0.1074 0.1076 0.1077 0.1079 0.1081 0.1083 0.1084 0.1088 0.1090

Sc21 Sc22 Sc23 Sc24 Sc25 Sc26 Sc27 Sc28 Sc29 Sc30

C1 0.1109 0.1095 0.1081 0.1067 0.1053 0.1038 0.1024 0.1010 0.0996 0.0981

C2 0.1393 0.1396 0.1398 0.1400 0.1402 0.1405 0.1407 0.1409 0.1411 0.1414

C3 0.1288 0.1290 0.1292 0.1294 0.1296 0.1298 0.1300 0.1302 0.1305 0.1307

C4 0.1441 0.1443 0.1446 0.1448 0.1450 0.1452 0.1455 0.1457 0.1459 0.1462

C5 0.1393 0.1396 0.1398 0.1400 0.1402 0.1405 0.1407 0.1409 0.1411 0.1414

C6 0.1006 0.1008 0.1009 0.1011 0.1012 0.1014 0.1016 0.1017 0.1019 0.1020

C7 0.1277 0.1279 0.1281 0.1283 0.1286 0.1288 0.1290 0.1292 0.1294 0.1296

C8 0.1091 0.1093 0.1095 0.1097 0.1098 0.1100 0.1102 0.1104 0.1105 0.1107

Sc31 Sc32 Sc33 Sc34 Sc35 Sc36 Sc37 Sc38 Sc39 Sc40

C1 0.0967 0.0953 0.0939 0.0925 0.0910 0.0896 0.0882 0.0868 0.0853 0.0839

C2 0.1416 0.1418 0.1420 0.1422 0.1425 0.1427 0.1429 0.1431 0.1434 0.1436

C3 0.1309 0.1311 0.1313 0.1315 0.1317 0.1319 0.1321 0.1323 0.1325 0.1327

C4 0.1464 0.1466 0.1469 0.1471 0.1473 0.1475 0.1478 0.1480 0.1482 0.1485

C5 0.1416 0.1418 0.1420 0.1422 0.1425 0.1427 0.1429 0.1431 0.1434 0.1436

C6 0.1022 0.1024 0.1025 0.1027 0.1028 0.1030 0.1032 0.1033 0.1035 0.1036

C7 0.1298 0.1300 0.1302 0.1304 0.1306 0.1308 0.1310 0.1312 0.1314 0.1316

C8 0.1109 0.1111 0.1112 0.1114 0.1116 0.1118 0.1119 0.1121 0.1123 0.1125
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(A1 = 0.0947, A5 = 0.1027), the change of ranking is no

surprise. As a result, A1 and A5 could be thought equally

good alternatives. Nonetheless, the weight change of C1

does not impact the ranking of the rest. According to the

findings, therefore, alternative A3 remains the best, fol-

lowed by alternative A2. Nevertheless, it is found that A4 is

the worst alternative through all 40 scenarios. In spite of a

little change in the ranking results, it can be concluded that

the initial ranking (i.e., A3 � A2 � A1 � A5 � A4) is

approved and accepted.
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Table 19 Sensitivity analysis outcomes as per various importance

weights of experts

Case Scenarios Ranking of alternatives

Case 1 Current situation A3 � A2 � A1 � A5 � A4

Case 2 wE1 ¼ wE2 ¼ wE3 ¼ wE4 A1 � A2 � A3 � A5 � A4

Case 3 wE1 ¼ 0:7, The rest 0.1 A2 � A3 � A1 � A5 � A4

Case 4 wE2 ¼ 0:7, The rest 0.1 A1 � A5 � A2 � A3 � A4

Case 5 wE3 ¼ 0:7, The rest 0.1 A3 � A1 � A2 � A5 � A4

Case 6 wE4 ¼ 0:7, The rest 0.1 A2 � A1 � A5 � A3 � A4
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Fig. 5 Final ranking changes of alternatives
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5.2 Changing the weight values of the experts

Because the importance weights of experts directly affect

the determination of alternative rankings, it is crucial to

make an analysis of the influence of changes in their

importance on the rank orders. The importance weights of

the experts were calculated above as follows: wE1 ¼ wE3 ¼
0:269 and wE2 ¼ wE4 ¼ 0:231. On the basis of the values

obtained, we can conclude that the experts E1 and E3 have

the most meaningful impact on the introduced frameworks’

final outcomes.

To demonstrate the influences of several importance

weights of all experts on the outcomes found by the IF-

MAIRCA framework in this research, six various cases are

formed and evaluated the results as depicted in Table 19. In

Case 1, the current importance weights of experts are

addressed. All experts are handled to have the equal

importance weight (0.25) in Case 2. In the cases from 3 to

6, a high weight (0.7) is allocated to each expert, respec-

tively, while a small weight (0.1) is assigned to the

remaining ones to satisfy the condition
P

wEj ¼ 1.

According to the sensitivity analysis, it is noticed that

different importance weights of experts influence the

ranking order of alternatives. For example, as depicted in

Fig. 5, A3 is the alternative with the best performance in

both Case 1 and Case 5. Similarly, A1 is the most preferred

alternative in two cases: 2 and 4. In both Cases 3 and 6, A2

is the best alternative. These results emphasize that there is

an effect of experts’ importance weights on determining a

suitable alternative.

5.3 Benchmarking with the results of the IF-
MARCOS approach

In the last decade, it is noticeable that extended MCDM

techniques with IFSs have been employed in making

decisions. However, each of these approaches has its

unique processes. To execute a comparison, MARCOS

extensions of IFSs [31] are employed in this work to tackle

the coronavirus vaccine selection problem. The detailed

information regarding the IF-MARCOS can be found in

Ecer and Pamucar’s [31] study. Ranking results of the

application of these approaches are presented in Table 20.

As per the findings derived, it is confirmed that alter-

native A3 demonstrates the most preferred option accord-

ing to IF-MARCOS. Besides, the alternative A4 is placed

last in the final ranking, whereas A2 is the second-best

alternative. Obviously, the application of the introduced

framework and IF-MARCOS give the same ranking order.

Based on the above analysis and Fig. 6, it can be concluded

that the final ranking result obtained with IF-MAIRCA is

as reliable and useful as the outcomes obtained from the IF-

MARCOS model. It should note that the symmetrical

structure in Fig. 6 is due to the fact that IF-MAIRCA

identifies the smallest result as the best alternative, while

IF-MARCOS emphasizes the highest result as the most

Table 20 Results of the IF-MARCOS approach
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A1 0.929 1.073 0.925 0.463 0.537 0.661 3

A2 0.923 1.077 0.929 0.463 0.537 0.664 2

A3 0.925 1.107 0.955 0.463 0.537 0.682 1

A4 0.911 1.057 0.911 0.463 0.537 0.651 5

A5 0.955 1.071 0.923 0.463 0.537 0.660 4
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Fig. 6 Utility scores of IF-
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preferred. So, the proposed IF-MAIRCA model is as robust

as the approach compared and can be used confidently in

challenging real-world decision-making problems such as

those managed by Kaya and Ertugrul [42], Precup et al.

[66], and Yuhana et al. [98], among others.

5.4 The effect of a change in linguistic
assessments

Besides, it is examined the effect of a change in linguistic

assessments on the final decision. To achieve this, the

linguistic assessments of E1 as per the alternative A3 in

Table 6 were changed from EG, G, VVG, VG, EG, G,

VVG, and VVG to G, G, G, G, G, G, G, and G. Such a

change produces the following utility scores:

q1 ¼ 0:0945; q2 ¼ 0:0776; q3 ¼ 0:0802; q4 ¼ 0:1281; q5 ¼ 0:1036

. A2 becomes the most acceptable alternative in this case,

while A3 is the second best. Thus, the proposed model is

fairly sensitive to linguistic ratings.

6 Managerial implications and limitations

This work develops an MCGDM framework called IF-

MAIRCA, which goals to select the most preferable

coronavirus vaccine among various vaccine options con-

sidering some conflicting criteria. This approach allows

experts to express their thoughts, experiences, and knowl-

edge with linguistic values and allows diverse persons to

join by a strong method to come to a final decision.

Because the MAIRCA method defines the gap between real

and empirical outcomes successfully, a high performance

could be accomplished in an uncertain environment by

using it. Additionally, comparison and sensitivity check

confirm the authority of the proposed framework.

With respect to the outcomes found in this research,

thus, the most significant attribute for coronavirus vaccine

selection is ‘‘duration of protection’’ with a relative weight

of 0.1422. The next attribute is ‘‘effectiveness of the vac-

cine’’ (0.1390). The next attributes for effective selection

are both ‘‘success against the mutations’’ and ‘‘logistics’’

(0.1344). Further, the next attribute is ‘‘storage conditions’’

(0.1243) and followed by ‘‘side effects’’ (0.1232). The

findings as well state that ‘‘price’’ (0.1053) is ranked sev-

enth. Finally, ‘‘number of vaccine doses’’ is the least cru-

cial attribute. In relation to the findings, apart from this,

coronavirus vaccines are prioritized from best to worst as

AZD1222, mRNA-1273, Comirnaty, Sputnik V, and Cor-

onaVac. The reason behind being the best coronavirus

vaccine of AZD1222 over the rest could be its satisfactory

protection duration, storage conditions, easy logistics, and

low price.

The main contributions of the research are as follows.

• To model and analyze information with a high degree

of fuzziness, for the first time in the literature, this work

posits a new MCGDM methodology, named IF-

MAIRCA.

• IF-MAIRCA allows the preferred coronavirus vaccine

to meet the necessities of not only authorities and

experts but for consumers willing to purchase coron-

avirus vaccine.

• Bearing in mind the importance of experts, the

proposed methodology determines the weight values

of evaluation criteria and alternative rankings simulta-

neously, which makes it a useful decision tool.

• As far as the authors’ knowledge, in the era of COVID-

19, integrating the MAIRCA method and IFS in the

context of coronavirus vaccine selection has not been

studied.

• One of the unique properties of the introduced frame-

work is that it takes the importance weight of each

expert into account.

This research holds certain limitations. As there are still

many uncertainties regarding the coronavirus, the criteria

set is confined to the experts’ knowledge. Further, a simple

form of IFSs is addressed. Hezam et al. [37] argued that the

decision-making team should be involved experts from

different medical fields to get benefit from their knowledge

in determining priorities and ratings. The proposed model,

therefore, makes calculations based on the subjective

evaluations of a team of experts in their fields. An

assessment based on those regions can be made if experts

are selected from different countries or continents. Chil-

dren and older patient groups are generally not included

from clinical trials. Therefore, there are no published data

on the safety and efficacy of vaccines in children and the

elderly [77]. As a result, this study considers people over

18 years old but younger than 65 years old in Turkey,

which is another limitation. When we are conducting this

work, no country had access to all vaccines approved. As a

result of the admirable intensive vaccine development and

production efforts, it is hoped that all countries will have

access to various vaccines in the near future. So, it will be

likely to test the effectiveness of the proposed model with

actual applications for different age groups. Further work

could be performed on interval-valued IFNs or trapezoidal

IFNs.

7 Conclusions

Vaccines work together with the natural defenses of the

human body to protect health and prevent disease so that

when anybody is exposed, s/he is ready to fight the virus.
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Because the MAIRCA method is more effective in

detecting vagueness with combined IFSs, this work intro-

duces IF-MAIRCA framework in order to choose the finest

coronavirus vaccine during the COVID-19 outbreak. The

IF-MAIRCA methodology, which has not been proposed

before, has a great chance of success in solving multi-

criteria problems as it can be operated easily. The intro-

duced IF-MAIRCA methodology is effective in overcom-

ing the ambiguity and uncertainty in experts’ perceptions.

Finally, the reliability and practicability of the introduced

model are also checked with a three-phase sensitivity

analysis. The primary goals of governments are to reduce

deaths during the pandemic, remove obstacles to the

speedy recovery of patients infected with COVID-19, and

well-being for their people. So, the proposed methodology

may give governments selecting the finest vaccine for their

country.

As expected, this work also has some its own limita-

tions. It can be noted that the importance weights of the

evaluation criteria may vary for different countries and

continents. Whereas storage conditions are less critical for

a country in the Arctic, this criterion may be the most

significant in a country in Africa. As a result, the criteria

weights and vaccine rankings obtained in this study may

vary from country to country. Since the beginning of the

COVID-19 in China, many scholars around the world have

declared predictions for the pandemic [69, 90] though the

modeling results often differed from each other [70].

Because the methodology proposed in this paper is an

assessment framework, not a prediction model, it is not

possible to use the model to predict any stage of the epi-

demic (peak time, ending, etc.).

MAIRCA multi-criteria technique integrated with the

IFS has a tremendous chance of success for MCGDM

problems because it also takes uncertain and incomplete

information of experts into account. Thus, in the future,

this framework can be addressed for coping with fuzziness

in MCDM problems like personnel selection, site selection,

renewable energy source evaluation, and many other fields

of engineering, management, agriculture, etc. problems.

Appendix A: Coronavirus vaccines
considered in this paper as alternatives

Comirnaty (A1)

Comirnaty developed in collaboration with BioNTech and

Pfizer companies is the first vaccine approved by WHO for

emergency use. Comirnaty which is also referred to as

BNT162b2 uses a new technology known as messenger

RNA (mRNA). The goal is to turn the body’s own cells

into vaccine-producing structures. The vaccine makes cells

produce copies of coronavirus proteins, which allows

protective antibodies to be produced [32]. The primary

analysis outcomes of the phase 3 trial stated that vaccine

efficacy is 95% [22].

mRNA-1273 (A2)

The US-based pharmaceutical and biotechnology company

Moderna is behind the mRNA-1273, which is an mRNA

vaccine [57]. mRNA-1273, a second vaccine that received

emergency use approval in the EU, has a number of

advantages, given its manufacturing flexibility and effi-

ciency. According to the primary analysis results of the

phase 3 trial, furthermore, vaccine efficacy was determined

by 94.1% for the 185 volunteers [12].

AZD1222 (A3)

Developed by Oxford University in England as well as

manufactured and distributed by British pharmaceutical

company Astra Zeneca, AZD1222 is a viral vector vaccine

using an attenuated version of a common cold virus found

in chimps. Using gene technology in viral vector vaccines,

some of the genetic material carried by the virus is inserted

into another virus and injected into the body [7]. The fact

that AZD1222 can be stored between 2 and 8 �C allows its

easy distribution.

CoronaVac (A4)

CoronaVac, which is a more traditional method of vaccine

and developed by Sinovac pharmaceutical company in

China, is an inactivated vaccine against COVID-19 [76]. In

inactivated vaccines, viruses that cause infection are

injected into the body by weakening or inactivating them.

Thus, the body learns to fight against the virus that cannot

harm itself and gains immunity.

Sputnik V (A5)

Sputnik V, a viral vector vaccine, was developed by the

Gamaleya Research Institute in Russia in August 2020. It is

the first COVID-19 vaccine recommended for general use

against COVID-19 in the world. It can be stored at a

temperature of 2 to 8 �C, which allows for easy distribution

globally [78].
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